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Abstract. Mobility load balancing is widely used in LTE cellular systems to deal with the uneven 
load distribution. Its basic idea is to shift traffic from a hot-spot cell to less-loaded neighbouring 
cells, called partners. Conventional schemes focus on the hot-spot cell’s load reduction and pay 
less attention to the performance of partners. This paper proposes a self-optimised coordinated 
traffic shifting scheme. In the proposed scheme, the coordination among partners is considered. 
Meanwhile, the shifted traffic is adjusted dynamically according to the load balancing (LB) 
performance. Simulation results show the proposed scheme can keep low call blocking 
probability of partners. It can also keep the number of Ping-Pong LB and the LB handover 
dropping probability at low levels.  
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1   Introduction 

In LTE cellular systems, the user mobility and increased traffic demand result in the uneven load 
distribution in different cells [1]. In order to deal with the uneven load distribution and improve the 
radio resource utilization as well as reducing the manual configuration costs, mobility load balancing 
has been considered as an important functionality of self-organisation networks (SON) in LTE [2] [3]. 

The procedure of mobility load balancing schemes [4]-[9] can be generally divided into two stages. 
In the partner selection stage, a hot-spot cell selects some less-loaded neighbouring cells as its partner 
cells. In the traffic shifting stage, the hot-spot cell adjusts cell-specific handover offsets (HOoff) to 
offload cell edge users to partner cells by handover. 

More specifically, in [4], a hot-spot cell selects all less-loaded neighbouring cells as its partner cells 
and then calculates the theoretical value of HOoff towards each partner cell, according to their load 
differences. The authors of [5] further investigate the accurate HOoff adjustment. HOoff is gradually 
increased between a hot-spot cell and each partner cell, on the basis of their load differences. Based 
on the load of the hot-spot cell, a utility function adjusts HOoff as well as the adjustment step-size in 
order to shift users more quickly [6]. Similarly, a hot-spot cell calculates the shifted load based on the 
load of partner cells [7]. In [8], a hot-spot cell selects the lowest load neighbouring cell in sequence 
to construct a cell-cluster, until the cell-cluster’s average load is below a pre-setting threshold. Then 
the hot-spot cell shifts traffic to neighbouring cells within the cell-cluster. In [9], cell state is 
categorized into ‘high load’, ‘normal load’ and ‘balancing (light load)’, and the HOoff adjustment is 
between the ‘high load’ and ‘light load’ cells. 

During mobility load balancing, the shifted traffic from a hot-spot cell will increase the load of 
each partner cell. However, many conventional schemes emphasis the hot-spot cell’s load reduction 
and pay less attention to the performance of its partner cells. If the hot-spot cell shifts inappropriate 
traffic to a partner cell, this partner cell may suffer from the aggravating load problem. This will also 
result in Ping-Pong load balancing (LB) and LB handover dropping [10]. 



This paper investigates mobility load balancing for LTE cellular systems. The key is a self-
optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme in the traffic shifting stage. When a hot-spot cell 
calculates the required shifted traffic to a partner cell, two factors are considered. The first factor is 
the load difference between the hot-spot cell and the partner cell, in order to reduce the hot-spot cell’s 
load via shifting traffic to this partner. For the second factor, this paper employs the Z-Score model 
to analyse the partner’s coordinated priority among all partner cells, in order to deal with the 
aggravating load problem. Besides, the weights of above two factors are self-optimised according to 
the LB performance, including Ping-Pong LB, LB handover dropping and successful LB handover. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the system model is introduced in Section II. The 
partner selection stage is briefly introduced in section III. The proposed self-optimised coordinated 
traffic shifting scheme is presented in Section IV. Simulation analysis and conclusions are given in 
Section V and VI, respectively. 

2   System Model 

The system model of load balancing scenario is illustrated in Fig.1. For a more general system 
model, this paper assumes the hot-spot Cellh serves U users indexed with u (푢 ∈ {1. . . 푈}). The hot-
spot Cellh has J neighbouring cells indexed with j. After partner cell selection stage, the hot-spot Cellh 
selects I partner cells indexed with i to shift cell edge users via LB handover. The system parameters 
and definitions that will be used in the remainder of this paper are listed in Table I. 

 
Fig.1. System model of load balancing scenario  

Table I  List of system parameters and definitions 

Cellh: Hot-spot Cellh.  
Cellj: Neighbouring Cellj. Assuming Cellh has J neighbouring cells indexed with j (푗 ∈ {1,2… 퐽}). 
Partner Celli. Partner cells are a subset of neighbouring cells to shift traffic. This paper assumes that the 

hot-spot Cellh has I partner cells indexed with i (푖 ∈ {1,2…퐼}). 
N: Total number of subcarriers in each cell [11].   
Nuse : The number of subcarriers in use in a cell. 



L: Cell’s load. Cell’s load equals the ratio of the number of subcarriers in use to the cell’s total number of 
subcarriers [11]-[14]. 퐿 = 푁 	/푁 and 0% ≤ 퐿 ≤ 100%.  

Lhot: The load threshold of a hot-spot cell, e.g., Lhot=80% [11]. 
WCCLi: The Weight Cumulative Cooperative Level (WCCL) of partner Celli. As shown in Section IV, 

WCCLi is to calculate the shifted traffic from the hot-spot Cellh to partner Celli. 
LBCPi: The Load Balancing Coordinated Priority (LBCP) of partner Celli among all partner cells. LBCPi 

is a factor of WCCLi. 
Xi: Load difference between the hot-spot Cellh and partner Celli. Xi is a factor of WCCLi. 
훼 : The weight for the load difference factor Xi and 0 ≤ 훼 ≤ 1. 
βi: The weight for the LBCPi factor and 0 ≤	훽 ≤ 1.  
∆푁 , : The shifted traffic from Cellh to partner Celli. 

 

3   User-Vote Model Based Partner Selection 

In our previous work [13], a user-vote model was proposed. Before the proposed self-optimised 
coordinated traffic shifting, this user-vote model is employed to select suitable partner cells.  

In the user-vote model [13], each Useru, which is served by the hot-spot Cellh, estimates its heaviest 
inter-cell interference and then estimates the 푆퐼푁푅 ,  received from each neighbouring Cellj (푗 ∈
{1,2… 퐽}). According to the serving ,u hSINR  and the estimated 푆퐼푁푅 , , Useru calculates its 푉표푡푒 ,  

towards neighbouring Cellj. 푉표푡푒 ,  reflects Useru’s satisfaction towards Cellj, which is decided by 
Useru’s channel condition. Then Useru reports its 푉표푡푒 ,  (푗 ∈ {1,2… 퐽}) to the serving Cellh. 

After receiving all edge users’ vote, the hot-spot Cellh calculates the total votes 푉표푡푒  of 
neighbouring Cellj. 푉표푡푒  indicates the load balancing capability of neighbouring Cellj, determined 
by users’ channel condition from neighbouring Cellj. 

In order to efficiently select partners, the hot-spot Cellh also considers the load of neighbouring 
Cellj. Cellj’s load Lj indicates its idle subcarriers to serve users. According to above two factors, 
including total votes and cell load, the hot-spot Cellh calculates the selection priority of neighbouring 
Cellj. Finally, Cellh chooses neighbouring cells with high selection priority as the partner cells. 

4   Self-Optimised Coordinated Traffic shifting 

In order to keep good LB performance and deal with the aggravating load problem of partners, a 
self-optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme is designed in Section IV.  

In the proposed scheme, two factors are jointly considered. The first factor is the load difference 
between the hot-spot cell and the partner cell. This factor is widely used in many previous mobility 
load balancing schemes [4] [5], with the aim to reduce the hot-spot cell via shifting traffic to this 
partner cell. The second factor is the partner’s coordination priority. This factor is to deal with the 
aggravating load problem via coordinating partner cells. Since above two factors have different 
objectives during LB, the weights of two factors are self-optimised dynamically according to the LB 
performance and QoS, e.g., Ping-Pong LB, handover dropping and successful LB handover. 

4.1   Key Parameter: WCCL and Its Two Factors 

In line with the system model in Section II, this paper assumes the hot-spot Cellh selects I partner 
cells indexed with i (푖 ∈ {1,2…퐼}). In this paper, a parameter called Weight Cumulative Cooperative 
Level (WCCLi) is designed for partner Celli. Based on WCCLi, the hot-spot Cellh decides how much 
traffic load should be shifted to partner Celli, thereby reducing the hot-spot cell’s load and keeping 



partner’s good performance (e.g., dealing with the aggravating load, Ping-Pong LB, LB handover 
dropping). 

WCCLi consists of two factors. Following our previous work [15], the first factor is the load 
difference between the hot-spot Cellh and partner Celli which benchmarks partner Celli’s receiving 
traffic capability towards hot-spot Cellh. The load difference factor is discussed in [15]. The second 
factor considers partner Celli’s load level among other partners, thus to reduce the probability of 
partner Celli suffering from the aggravating load problem. 
i) This paper defines Load Balancing Coordinated Priority (LBCPi) to depict partner Celli’s load level 
compared with other partners. Since Z-Score model is able to analyse the appropriate priority in the 
data mining field [16]. This paper employs Z-Score model to calculate LBCPi for partner Celli, as (1). 
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퐿퐵퐶푃 < 0,								퐿표푤	퐶표표푟푑푖푛푎푡푒푑	푃푟푖표푟푖푡푦	
퐿퐵퐶푃 ≥ 0,								퐻푖푔ℎ	퐶표표푟푑푖푛푎푡푒푑	푃푟푖표푟표푡푦 

where 퐿  is the average load of partners. 휎  is the standard deviation of all partners’ 
load. According to (1), LBCPi is a monotone decreasing function of Celli’s load 퐿 . When partner 
Celli’s load 퐿 	is higher than partners’ average load 퐿 , LBCPi is negative (퐿퐵퐶푃 < 0). It 
indicates that partner Celli has lower coordinated priority, compared with other partners. When LBCPj 
is positive (퐿퐵퐶푃 ≥ 0), it indicates that partner Celli has higher priority. The hot-spot Cellh offloads 
much more traffic to the partner cell with higher coordinated priority. In doing so, partners can achieve 
similar load. Hence, there is less probability for a partner suffering from the aggravating load problem, 
compared with the load difference based load balancing schemes. 

ii) The load difference between the hot-spot Cellh and its partner Celli is defined as Xi in (2). Since 
Cellh can reduce its load via shifting traffic to Celli, the load difference Xi indicates partner Celli’s 
receiving traffic capability towards the hot-spot Cellh. 

푋 = 퐿 − 퐿 	                                    (2) 

iii) Based on two factors, including the load difference Xi and the partner’s coordinated priority LBCPi, 
WCCLi of partner Celli is defined as: 

푊퐶퐶퐿 = 훼 × 푋 + 훽 × 퐿퐵퐶푃       푖 ∈ {1. . 퐼}                 (3) 
        subject to   0 ≤ 훼  ≤ 1                                  (4a) 

0 ≤ 	훽 ≤ 1                                                     (4b) 
훼 + 훽 = 1                                   (4c) 

where 훼  and βi are weights for the load difference factor and the LBCPi factor, respectively, with 
the range from 0 and 1, as shown in (4a) and (4b). Since two factors have different objectives, their 
weights 훼  and βi should be coordinated, as shown in (4c). Both 훼  and βi are self-optimised adjusted 
dynamically by the hot-spot Cellh. The procedure of self-optimized 훼  and βi adjustment is introduced 
in the following sub-section. 

4.2   Self-Optimised Adjustment of Weights 휶풊  and βi  

In cellular systems, if a user, who is originally shifted from the hot-spot Cellh to partner Celli, is 
shifted back to the previous serving Cellh from the partner Celli, we call this phenomenon as Ping-



Pong LB [10]. When Ping-Pong LB or LB handover dropping happens, this indicates that partner 
Celli suffers from the aggravating load. This also degrades the partner’s LB performance and QoS. 
Therefore, the hot-spot Cellh increases βi value with a step (step of θ for Ping-Pong LB scenario; step 
of 2θ for LB handover dropping scenario) to put more weight on partners’ coordination. 
Correspondingly, less weight 훼  of load difference will be set to shift less traffic to partner Celli. 
Namely, 훼  will be reduced with the step of θ and 2θ, respectively. (*Note that Ping-Pong LB 
consumes extra signaling load of the handover process, while the ongoing call is still active without 
dropping during Ping-Pong LB. Hence, ongoing call dropping caused by the LB handover dropping 
has more severe impact than the Ping-Pong LB handover. Therefore, the step 2θ for LB handover 
dropping scenario is larger than the step θ for Ping-Pong LB scenario.)  

On the contrary, Cellh decreases βi when successful LB handover happens between Cellh and 
partner Celli. This is to put less weight on partners’ coordination. As indicated in [17], one successful 
shifted user from Cellh will release subcarriers, and then a new call may access Cellh. Meanwhile, the 
LB handover dropping is generally considered as 10~20 times worse than the new call blocking. 
Therefore, the decreasing step of βi is set as 2θ/20=θ/10. When the hot-spot Cellh shifts one user to 
partner Celli successfully, βi will be decreased by θ/10. Correspondingly, the weight 훼  of load 
difference will be increased by θ/10. Table II shows the self-optimized weights adjustment procedure. 

Table II Self-optimized adjustment of weights 훼 and βi            ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________  

            1. start  훼 =0.5, βi=0.5 ,  set adjustment step-size θ 
            2. while hot-spot Cellh does not meet the required shifted traffic  
            3.     if one previous shifted user is LB handover back to Cellh  
            4.                    βi= βi +θ     and   훼 =훼 -θ 
            5.     end if 
            6.     if one shifted user dropping happens between Cellh and partner Celli 
            7.                    βi= βi + 2θ   and   훼 =훼 -2θ 
            8.     end if 
            9.     if one user is shifted to partner Celli successfully 
            10.                  βi= βi - θ/10   and   훼 = 훼 + θ/10 
            11.    end if 
            12.    check  βi  to meet the constraint  0 ≤ βi ≤1 
            13.    check 훼  to meet the constraint  0 ≤ 훼 ≤1 
            14.    check 훼 and βi to meet the constraint  훼 + 훽 = 1 
            15. end while 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________ __  
 

4.3   Shifted Traffic Calulation and HOoff Adjustment 

Based on the self-optimized weights 훼  and βi , the hot-spot Cellh calculates WCCLi of partner Celli, 
as introduced in Equation (3)(4). According to WCCLi, the hot-spot Cellh calculates the shifted traffic 
to each partner Celli (푖 ∈ {1,2… 퐼}) and then adjusts the cell-specific handover offset (HOoff). In this 
way, the hot-spot Cellh can offload its edge users to partner cells. Meanwhile, WCCL can assist 
partner cells to deal with the aggravating load problem and reduce the probability of Ping-Pong LB 
and LB handover dropping.  

Since different LB schemes have different load reduction objectives for the hot-spot cell [4]-[8]. In 
order to meet different requirements, this paper does not pre-define the load reduction value/threshold. 
Instead, the proposed scheme assumes the hot-spot Cellh tries to release △Nh subcarriers via shifting 
traffic to partners. △Nh can be set different values according to different LB objectives.  

Based on WCCLi, the shifted traffic from Cellh to partner Celli, is expressed as ∆푁 ,  in (5). Based 
on ∆푁 , , Cellh offloads some cell edge users to partner Celli by adjusting the cell-specific handover 
offset HOoff(h,i). 
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Subject to   WCCLi > 0                            (6) 



From Table II and (5), if the partner Celli suffers from Ping-Pong LB and LB handover dropping, 
the weight βi of partners’ coordination will increase and the weight 훼  of load difference will be 
reduced. Then WCCLi will reduce. This decreases the required shifted traffic ∆푁 , from Cellh to 
partner Celli. The constraint (6) avoids the partner cell, which suffers excessive Ping-Pong LB or LB 
handover dropping, to receive traffic from the hot-spot Cellh. Therefore, the proposed self-optimised 
coordinated traffic shifting scheme can keep good LB performance and reduce the probability of 
partner’s aggravating load. The LB handover trigger condition for the shifted user is shown in Fig. 2, 
as discussed in [18].  

5   Simulation Analysis 

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, a downlink systems-level LTE cellular simulator is 
designed on the basis of [10]-[12]. Key parameters of this simulator are list in Table III. The simulator 
generates 57 cells and users are uneven distributed in the simulation area. 

Table III Key parameters of simulator 

Parameter Value 
Subcarrier and Total band Subcarrier: 15K Hz;   Total: 10MHz 
Resource Blocks (RB) Total 50 RB (12 subcarriers per RB) 
Frequency 2GHz 
Inter-site distance 500m, 19 sites with 57 cells 
Log-normal shadow fading Standard Deviation: 8dB 
Downlink path-loss model 37.6 lg (r) + 128.1, r-km 
Antenna pattern 2

3 3( ) min{12( ) , } 70 , 20dB m dB mA A A dB         

Antenna gain 14dBi 
Total BS transmission power 43dBm 
User mobility Speed 4m/s, random direction 
User model & Scheduling  Constant Rate, Users Poisson arrive   &  Max C/I 
Handover execution time 250ms 
Maximum HOoff  9dB 
Handover Time-to-trigger  320ms 
훼 , βi adjustment step-size θ 0.1 

 

 

 
Fig.2. LB handover trigger condition [18]    Fig.3. Partners’ average call blocking probability comparison 

 
Call blocking probability is a widely used LB performance indicator [4]-[7]. When a partner cell 

receives inappropriate traffic and suffers the aggravating load problem, this partner cell may become 
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heavily loaded. According to Erlang-B model [11] [14], a heavily loaded partner will result in the 
high call blocking probability. We refer to the distributed intra-frequency load balancing scheme [5] 
and the utility function based load balancing scheme [6] for comparison. 

As shown in Fig. 3, employing the proposed self-optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme, 
partners’ average blocking probability is lower than that under the distributed intra-frequency load 
balancing scheme [5] and the utility function based load balancing scheme [6]. For example, with 900 
users, partners’ average blocking probability under the proposed scheme is only 0.42%. It is much 
lower than the blocking probability of 0.73% under the utility function based load balancing scheme, 
and the blocking probability of 1.01% under the distributed intra-frequency load balancing scheme.  

This is because the proposed scheme analyses a partner’s load level among all partners to calculate 
this partner’s coordinated priority LBCP, and finally, the required shifted traffic is calculated. 
Therefore, compared with conventional LB schemes, which focus on the load reduction of the hot-
spot cell, the proposed scheme can shift more appropriate traffic to each partner. This leads to lower 
blocking probability of partners. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 evaluate the self-optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme in improving 
partner’s LB performance, including Ping-Pong LB and LB handover dropping.  

   
Fig.4. Total number of Ping-Pong LB comparison     Fig.5. LB handover dropping probability comparison 

 

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed self-optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme can keep the 
number of Ping-Pong LB at lower level, compared with the distributed intra-frequency load balancing 
scheme [5] and the utility function based load balancing scheme [6].  

Fig.5 shows that the proposed scheme can achieve lower LB handover dropping probability than 
the distributed intra-frequency load balancing scheme and the utility function based load balancing 
scheme. For example, with 800 users, the LB handover dropping probability is only 0.65% under the 
proposed scheme, compared with 1.16% under the utility function based load balancing scheme and 
1.91% under the distributed intra-frequency load balancing scheme.  

In summary, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that the proposed scheme can keep partner’s good LB 
performance. This can be justified by the fact that the proposed scheme dynamically adjusts both the 
weight of partner’s coordinated priority and the weight of load difference according to the LB 
performance. Hence, the shifted traffic to a specific partner will be reduced when Ping-Pong LB and 
LB handover happens. Finally, the proposed scheme can reduce the hot-spot cell and keep partner’s 
good LB performance.  

6   Conclusions 

This paper proposed a self-optimised coordinated traffic shifting scheme to deal with the 
aggravating load of partners as well as keep partners’ good LB performance. It has two key factors. 
Firstly, the load difference is employed to consider the hot-spot cell’s load reduction. Secondly, 
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partners’ coordination is also considered to deal with the aggravation load problem of partners. The 
weights of two factors are adjusted dynamically according to LB performance, including Ping-Pong 
LB and LB handover dropping probability. This is to keep good LB performance of partners. 
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can keep partners’ average call blocking probability 
at low level. Compared with conventional LB schemes, the proposed scheme is able to achieve lower 
number of Ping-Pong LB and LB handover dropping probability. 
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